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An experimental study has been made of the space-charge limited current of an electron beam in the 
absence of compensating ions, passing through an evacuated drift tube, for an electron energy of 600 
keY and for various ratios of tube radius to beam radius. It is established that in the presence of an 
external magnetic field Ho :5 2000 Oe the measured values of space-charge limited currents are in 
good agreement with the theoretical values. 

IN connection with progress with development of high
current electron accelerators, the problem of space
charge limited currents is of great interest. The limit
ing currents of nonrelativistic electron beams in an 
evacuated drift tube and in the presence of an ionic back
ground which compensates the space charge have been 
discussed repeatedly in the literature. [1,2] The limiting 
currents of relativistic compensated electron beams 
also have been studied both theoretically[S] and experi
mentally. [4] The limiting current of a relativistic elec
tron beam in an evacuated drift tube has been discussed 
only theoretically[S] and, as far as we know, has not been 
studied experimentally. Under static conditions the lim
iting current of an electron beam in a drift tube whose 
longitudinal dimension is considerably greater than the 
transverse dimension is determined by the interpolation 
formula[5] 

(y'I'-i)'I, 

1 + 2In(R/r) , 
(1 ) 

where m and e are the mass and charge of the electron, 
c is the velocity of light, y is the relativistic factor, R 
is the drift tube radius, and r is the beam radius. This 
expression is valid if a sufficiently strong magnetic 
field Ho is applied to the system to prevent spatial 
spreading of the beam; the energy of the field must be 
appreciably greater than the kinetic energy of the elec
tron beam, i.e., 

Ho' / 8n ~ n,mc'(y - 1), (2) 

where ne is the electron density in the beam. In the 
present article we report the results of an experimen
tal study of the limiting current transmitted by an evac
uated drift tube for a constant electron energy as a func
tion of the ratio R/r and the value of Ho' 

The electron source used was a pulsed electron gun 
whose parameters are given in an earlier article. [a] 
The basic diagram of the experiment is shown in the 
figure. Electrons are emitted from the field-emission 
cathode 1 through an accelerating grid and pass through 
an evacuated drift tube of radius 3.0 cm and length L 
= 100 cm. The cathode diameter is Dc = 25 mm and the 
distance from the cathode to the accelerating grid is l 
= 10 mm. Directly beyond the accelerating grid is placed 
a diaphragm Dl of adjustable diameter (D1 = 25, 20, 15, 
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10 mm) which determined the beam radius and limited 
the electron emission current. At the other end of the 
pipe is placed diaphragm D2 of adjustable diameter (D2 
= 20, 15, 10 mm) for determination of the current-den
sity distribution in the electron beam. The coils 6 pro
duce a quasistationary uniform longitudinal magnetic 
field Ho of intensity up to 8000 Oe. The cathode 1 is in 
the uniform magnetic field. The voltage on the cathode 
was monitored by a capacity divider 4. The electron 
currents (11 and 12) were measured by a Rogowski loop 3 
and by a shunt resistance Rsh in a coaxial arrangement. 
The electron flux energy W was measured by a calo
rimeter 5. The electron beam diameter was determined 
from the darkening of the surface of a glass plate placed 
in the path of the beam. [7] The electron energy was de
termined by a magnetic analyzer 7 (d1 = d2 = 0.2 mm) 
with detection by a photographic plate 8. 

Previously[a] we described in detail the operating 
conditions of the pulsed electron beam and the beam 
parameters. In carrying out the present experiment the 
maximal cathode emission current measured directly 
after the accelerating grid was 11 ~ 7.5 kA, and the elec
tron flux energy W ~ 90 J. The current pulse width at 
half-height was 7"4 ~ 20 nsec. The electron energy was 
€ ~ 600 keY (y = 2.2), and the spectrum with t.€ ~ ±60 
keY. In the cathode chamber 2 and the drift tube a pres
sure of ~ 10-5 mm Hg was maintained. At this pressure 
for a current pulse duration 7"4 ~ 20 nsec the degree of 
compensation of the beam was niy2/ne ~ 10-2. 

Measured values of the emission current 11 for Ho 
~ 2000 Oe in the plane of diaphragm Dl in the absence 
of the drift tube (L ~ 2 cm) are given in the table. Also 
shown are the limiting currents IL calculated from Eq. 
(1) for various ratios R/r. It can be seen from the table 
that for R/r = 2.4', 3, and 4 the cathode emission cur
rent exceeds the limiting current. This permits the 
maximal current transmitted by the drift tube for vari-
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Rlr I kA IlL' kA 
II y_2.2 I 12.kA W, J 

: 
2.4 7.5 4,0 4,5 53 
3 5,0 3.2 3.6 42 
4 2,8 2,6 2,0 22 
6 1.0 2~2 1.0 9,5 

ous ratios R/r to be determined for a given emission 
current. It should be noted that the spread in the mea
sured values of 11 and Ia (and W) from pulse to pulse is 
±15%, which exceeds the experimental errors. There
fore the values of II. la, and W given in the table are av
eraged over the results of a series of measurements 
from 15 pulses. 

For Ho 2: 2000 Oe the electron beam diameter is 
equal to the cathode diameter, and when Ho is increased 
to 8000 Oe the beam diameter, current 11' and the cur
rent-density distribution over the beam cross section 
remain constant. 

Measurements at the end of the drift tube (L = 100 
cm) showed that for Ho 2: 2000 Oe the electron-beam 
diameter is equal to the diameter of the entrance dia
phragm D1 • When Ho is increased to 8000 Oe the beam 
diameter, current 12, and current-density distribution 
over the cross section remain constant, the current
density distribution over the beam cross section being 
uniform within 25%. In the table we have given the ab
solute values of the currents la (and electron flux en
ergy W) transmitted by the drift tube. 

It is evident from the table that the experimentally 
determined currents la are in good agreement with the 
space-charge limited current values calculated from 
the interpolation formula (1). 

Under the experimental conditions ilie value of exter
nal magnetic field Ho necessary to conduct the limiting 
current through the drift tube was ~ 2000 Oe. For the 
values of the current 12 and the beam diameter shown 
in the table this corresponds to the condition 

Ho':;2:;81tn,mc'(t -1), (3) 

i.e., the more severe condition (2) is not necessary. It 
should be noted that under these conditions the value of 
Ho is several times larger than the intrinsic magnetic 
field of the current Hcp = 2Ia/cr. 

It was pointed out above that Eq. (1) is valid for sta
tionary current flow. The time of flight of the electron 
beam through the drift tube of length 100 cm is 3.3 nsec. 
The rise time of the current pulse is '" 10 nsec. During 
the transition process of establishing the current an en
ergy EM is expended in producing the intrinsic magnetic 
field of the current. This energy is related to the ki
netic energy of the electron flux EK by the following 

. equation: 
e.. (y'l, - 1)'1, 1 + 41n(R/r) 
-;,;-~ 4(y-1) [1+21n(R/r)]' (4) 

It follows from the experimental data that the transition 
stage of the process of establishing the current appar
ently does not affect the space-charge limited current 
value for R/r = 2.4 or 3, where EM/EK ~ 30%. 

The authors are grateful to M. S. Rabinovich and 
A. A. Rukhadze for discussion of the results of this work 
and to V. V. Blinov and G. V. Samyshev for assistance in 
carrying out the experiment. 
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